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About This Game

The judge of the kingdom of the dead is the guide of the dead to the afterlife, but what if the living cheated death? Then the god
of the dead

appears in the world of the living and kills the deceived. The aim of the game is to search for the insidious pharaoh who escaped
death.

Anubis will be able to cut enemies with a sword, or destroy them with spells, the strength of which will depend on the choice of
talents.

In the game you can hack enemies, use magic power, making a decision
which is better to use the spell, in this or that situation.

In addition to the hack-and-slash massacre, we will explore the Egyptian "dungeon" and many more locations around it, in it we
find a bunch of gold and

not less than a bunch of enemies. We can find useful potions and artifacts. And if you look carefully, you'll find secret zones
too.

But we can run into traps, be careful!
Prepare for the spirit of exploration!
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Title: Anubis Dungeon
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
MyDreamForever_Old, Dark Light Studio
Publisher:
Dark Light Studio
Release Date: 12 Dec, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/8/10

Processor: 600 MHz or higher processor

Memory: 256 MB RAM

Graphics: Integrated Graphics

DirectX: Version 8.1

Sound Card: Integrated Audio

English,Russian
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anubis dungeon. anubis dungeon synth. anubis dungeons and dragons. anubis dungeon ragnarok. sakura dungeon anubis milk.
anubis dungeon steam. sakura dungeon anubis. anubis insane dungeon. castle clash anubis dungeons

if it was £2 maybe i wouldn't have refunded it. LOL no i defo still would have. This is moderately entertaining for like 10
minutes max. £10 is a joke.. only 6 missions, wast of time and money. This game vastly surpassed my expectations. It caught my
attention when looking for arcade games, but it actually managed to go beyond that. The art is great and full of nostalgia. If you
like retro games I highly recommend it; it will take you through known worlds with relatable mechanics, but with a new artistic
take on them and many little surprises.. Update: The game devs have helped me out and are rather responsive. Im glad the team
is passionate about the game. Thank you Dofus Team.. This game is good. It is fun, it is well polished, and the art has this silly,
colorful cartoonish quality to it that was very reminiscent of Warcraft 2.
A lot of this game was reminiscent of warcraft 2. To be fair, there were a lot of Fire Emblem and Advance Wars and modern
tower defense design elements as well, but especially when you get to the resource management levels of the game, it feels a lot
like old blizzard. The levels are well designed. The ones that are usable in multiplayers are well balanced and offer interesting
options, and the ones that are only in the singleplayer are either good tutorials or decently challenging.
Its difficulty curve is also very reminscent of old RTSs. When i was young, I remember the frustration of figuring out that the
computer didn't have to bother with the cursor and would always be faster than me, and how that pushed me to really try and
learn the hotkeys. Well, this game is just a simple point and click, so there are no hotkeys. For the most part the game is still
very casual, but there are definitely moments in the single player that require intense focus, and there is little room in the
multiplayer scene for players who aren't ready to 'git gud.'
Its not perfect, and its definitely not Warcraft. If you're looking for a more traditional RTS, get Wyrmsun, because its good and
its free. But this game was put together by very clever people, it is well balanced and well polished and it has way more depth
than it gives itself credit for.. I want to start off by letting you know how weirded out I was with this kind of game. This was a
developer's attempt to make it free-to-play just so they can try to sponge a supposed crapton of money from its players. It's
considerably shallow and the gear definitely feels pay-to-win.

As if the above was not enough, this game was so bad they actually hid their one lone achievement: "No More Kittens." I'm
safely assuming from what I've researched online that you have to kill five kittens to unlock it. I'm an achievement hunter and
this will be one achievement that I will be more than happy NOT TO UNLOCK. Not only will I delete this game, but I will find
the part of my brain that remembers this and kill it off so I will not remember this atrocity again.

http://www.achievementstats.com/index.php?action=games&gameId=416670. Sometimes you forget why you play videogames.
Then a game like this comes around and reminds you. It's Pizza Time.
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Steampunk, relatively simple puzzles, compelling story and awesome save game organization. Your playthroughs are
automatically separately saved as well as each checkpoint with separate loading points. It's a fun game, the only thing that
annoys me personally are the boss battles. If you die, you gotta do it all over again and it can get tedious as you have to do the
same thing over and over.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0mpEm0RXXI4. This game is a totally fail by the simple thing that you need to pay for
weapons.. This is literally the worst game I have ever played on steam. Theoretically you command a mech who collects
resources and brings them back to base to construct a better colony. In practice, the design choices are so bad you'd be forgiven
for just wanting to burn the colony down yourself. The controls are awkward and it is more common to run out of ammo than
health, leading to a really dull end to a battle defined by wonky controls.. It's a fun game with a few cool puzzles. The minigame
was weird though, usual you'd use WASD to move, but for some reason I had to click on the character with the mouse and move
him like that. Otherwise, it was a cool game.. Best waste of 2€ in my life. still one of the best FPS series. loved it again for its
simplicity.. would make a wonderful mobile app but wtf is it doing on steam?!. All the problems of Agricultural Simulator 2013
with fewer features (fewer machines, less map). Don't waste money on this.. Okay, First of all, I really adore the concept of this
game.

I've found myself now getting a hold of the mechanics and starting to understand how to play.

Now, I find things with a bit of a gap in the start of the game, meaning that it seems the types of enemies have a large space
between their difficulties, but regardless, I've been able to wipe out a fraction of the Orc Horde without any issues.

I'd say this game has a balancing issue, mainly with the factor that it has a limited amount of classes to work with, and with that
said, those classes are trying to represent everything as a collective.

Wizard uses All types of magic and basically overpowers all the other classes that can't heal. Rangers, Knights, and Wizards
have been basically the only needed classes.
So I think breaking up the Wizard class into more classes, or something like that would be beneficial instead of having one
versatile unit.

Which brings me to the next thing.
Versatility.

This game has a lot to offer, but not to the player directly.
You have 4 species which each have their own 2 Genders. and then you have 6 classes. One of which doesn't even use its
traditional weapon. The Bow and Arrow. I think we know which class that is.

Really you don't need to create a whole "ranged weapon" system for it, as it's clear that's not a thing. But for the ranger, you
could make a "flak position" mechanic to increase the stat of a ranged weapon depending on their position in the party, which
sorta acts like a "Ranged Weapon" Mechanic. That way you can have a traditional Ranger unit.

Next, and what I found interesting, Is the portraits of the characters compaired to the NPCs.
All of our Portraits for the characters are either hooded, or open faced. But I tend to highly admire the work you've done with
the Helmets of the NPCs. (And between you and me, I'd like my knight to look like that guy from the Inn in the town beside the
1st castle). So I guess what i'm saying is, You got the talent to make more then just open face portraits, and variety is everything
is a game like this. Let people "Kin" with the characters they create.

Another concept. Add more Races. Who said an Orc doesn't want to leave the horde for a better and more "human" life. I swear
one of them was asking for directions to the capital before my mage set him on fire.
Maybe my Grandpa used to be an adventurer and decided to crawl out of his grave to help me on my travels? I mean sure he's
not as fleshy as he used to be, but he still knows how to swing that long sword we put him down under with. Called him the
Lizard Chopper back in those days....It never stuck though.

Class expansions are always interesting, Necromancer and.....uh..... Well Necromancer. (I didn't really come here with a plan
other then to ask for necromancy and undead characters. this rest of this review is kinda a front).
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Paladins, Warlocks, etc.

Plenty of things you could throw in. I'm sure. Probably.

Otherwise, it looks quite nice for the time.
You could also add Sword skills and such for the Fighter Classes so they arn't just drones. Allowing them to slash multiple
monsters at once or add elemental damage to their strikes etc.
On another note: I'd suggest buying this to support these guys, Has a lot of potential.

Ps: You could also add Steam Workshop. I wouldn't turn down the exessive possibilities people could manage if you did that in
a game like this.

Portrait editors, Class creators, Race makers, Campaign builders, Map remodelers, creature spawners, Just an idea. Also the
choice to start with less characters.

When you think you're done, there is always more to do. Especially in midevel fantasy.

----

Essentially the Balancing issues come from the player being a bit too powerful early on, hence why I suggested the split in
classes, to devide access of certain spells and abilities, allowing indeviduality to the characters you use. It might make it harder
for the players, but then you can make more abilities specified to that class.. Really great light puzzler, same frantic feeling i get
out of Super Meat Boy, controles over physics spots puts you in the shoes of the developer a bit, feels like you are taking part in
designing the puzzle while trieng to solve it, totally unique to this title.

also, Amaizng soundtrack <3 kept me zen through all the crazy levels.
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